Grade Five
Learn about traditional Indigenous storytelling practices and
uses. Students will create their own creation legend using
story dice and then will learn about an Indigenous creation
story found within a constellation. After hearing the story,
they will make a 3-D diorama of the Indigenous story to take
home. $5/participant
2 hours 20 minutes to complete/minimum of 15
The following can be added on to ‘Storytelling
within the Stars’:
History Savers- 1 hour 30 minutes
Take an in depth and hands-on look at the people
behind the scenes at museums. Encapsulate a
photograph, sculpt an artifact, test your memory
and design a museum for your classroom!
$3/participant
Basket Weaving- 30 minutes
Weave a basket inspired by North American
Indigenous design. $2/participant
Layered Paper Painting- 1 hour 30 minutes
Create a beautiful painting to take home inspired
by the local landscape and history! Choose from
3 different designs. $5/participant
Indigenous Shadow Stick Demonstration-30
minutes
Learn to tell time, using a traditional Indigenous
method.
$1/participant
Simple Sundial- 30 minutes
Create a simple sundial to take home.
$2/participant

Stellarium Show-30 minutes
With in-depth talk of the uses of constellations
and how to find and use them for survival.
$25/class
Glow in the dark constellation cube- 45 minutes
Students make their own glow in the dark cube
featuring prominent constellations.
$3/participant
Galilean Telescope-2 hours
Make a real telescope featuring two lenses and a
stand!
$7/participant
Constellation Booklet- 15 minutes
Take home book featuring prominent
constellations and quick talk about them.
$1/participant
Please see following pages for your grade’s
curriculum outcomes.
To book, email
manager@northernrockiesmuseum.com
or call at 780-801-2643.

Grade 5 Storytelling Within the Stars Outcomes
Social Studies 5.2.2 Examine critically the ways of life of Aboriginal peoples in Canada by
exploring and reflecting
Students will learn about the importance of oral story telling in Indigenous culture and 		
will hear one creation story.
Social Studies 5.S.1 Develop skills of critical thinking and creative thinking
Students will learn the different between creation stories and recorded history.
English 2.2 Respond to texts, Experience various texts, Construct meaning from texts
Students will learn about the significance of oral story telling in Indigenous culture and 		
develop an understanding of the significance of the lessons portrayed in the stories.
English 2.3 Understand Forms, Elements and Techniques,
Students will identify the main conflict and character within the oral story, as well as 		
develop their own story with a conflict, main character and motivation to resolve 			
the conflict.
English 2.4 Create Original Text, Generate Ideas, Structure Texts
Using the story dice, students will generate ideas to create their own story.
English 5.2 Work within a Group, Cooperate with Others, Work in Groups
Students will work together to create their dice story, gathering ideas and inspiration 		
from each other.

Grade 5 Basket Weaving Outcomes
Art Level Three, Media and Technique, Fabric Arts
Students will learn weaving techniques to create a 3-D piece.

Grade 5 Layered Paper Painting
Art Level Three, Media and Technique, Painting
Students will paint their project as well as cut various components.

